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Abstract. This position paper is based on a major cooperative research and
development proposal to form a Big Data Research, Analytics, and Information
Network (BRAIN). Challenges presented by Big Data research are introduced
and several projects are sketched in four important Big Data research theme
areas, the solutions of which will further decision making in these areas of investigation. The four themes are large-scale data analytics and cloud computing,
computational biology, health informatics, and interactive content analytics.
These theme areas are certainly not inclusive, rather indicative of the wide
variety to which Big Data now occupies decision analytics. The importance of
training highly qualified personnel (HQP), knowledge mobilization and novelty
are discussed.

1. Introduction. The old saw goes something like this: “Be careful what you ask
for, you might get it.” Never has this old adage been more meaningful than now.
Big Data is a big deal!
“Big Data” present challenges to circumvent and offer incredible opportunities.
Analysis tools must evolve to meet both. People with data analysis skills are in
demand and demand is growing. By 2018 there will be a “talent gap” of between
140,000-190,000 people, says the McKinsey Global Institute (in the U.S.). Lacking
intelligent data analysis, planning and successful partnerships, and big data creates
huge problems for individuals and companies as well as regulatory challenges for
government.
Digital data generation is exploding, with a staggering 1.8 zettabytes (1 zetta=1
trillion gigabytes) in 2011, up from 1.2 zettabytes in 2010 (the Economist, Nov. 17,
2011). 90% of the world’s data today has been created in the last two years alone.
Why? Consider biology: huge data are attainable since new automation is available:
robotics, new chips, sequencing, imaging, etc. Sensors measure everything from
speed to smell. Smart phone “apps” generate vast data quantities. Social media
adds to the deluge. Software to lever “big data” is improving but not rapidly
enough.
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Big Data is big business. Market research firm IDC forecasts that the market for
Big Data is expected to grow from $3.2 billion in 2010 to $16.9 billion in 2015. To
illustrate the need for additional research, consider current unbounded, high speed
and continuous characteristics of streaming (machine generated) data that render
ineffective traditional data mining analytics.
The data analytics vision includes the scientific, engineering, and design aspects
of medical, ethical, legal, social and cultural implication (MELSCI) issues surrounding information based research and development (R&D) and their usefulness when
considering real world information analysis challenges. The need of private and
public sector organizations for solutions in a wide range of topics involving big data
is evident by the large number of such organizations spending research funds to
tackle big data opportunities.
The research proposed is organized into four nonexclusive strategic themes exploiting the notion of “from data to knowledge to action”: 1) Large Scale Data
Analytics and Cloud Computing, 2) Computational Biology, 3) Interactive Content
Analytics, and 4) Health Informatics. Choice of themes reflects the interests of
industry and government and the strong capabilities and interests of researchers.
Several examples can be cited, using the Canadian context, IBM Canada’s relatively
recent announcement of new $42 million IBM Compute Cloud Centre in Ontario
will permit researchers to exploit all four themes especially large-scale data analytics. Another example is that Genome Canada, in partnership with the Canadian
Institutes of Health Research, is seeking proposals for research to address any aspect
of bioinformatics and computational biology; advancing these fields will be a key
to enabling the development of novel translational research applications in health
related areas. The massive and ongoing influx of data from large-scale sequencing projects underscores the need for new computational and theoretical tools in
modern biology. The lack of efficient business-to-business and business to consumer
tools and methodologies available to analyze these data sets is a major bottleneck
faced by the genomics research community.
1.1. Why the proposed research is strategic. The core of this proposed research is developing tools and methodologies in order to address the challenges posed
by Big Data. Solutions to these challenges should be developed in conjunction with
public and private sector partners to bring economic benefits. The application of
these tools and methodologies will permit the processing of the exponentially growing volume of data. An example is the projects designed to take advantage of the
massively increasing pool of “omics” data and using those data to optimize clinical
decision-making.
Our knowledge-based economy increasingly demands the mastery of Big Data
in order to function effectively. Over 2.7 zettabytes of data exist today, up from
1.2 zettabytes in 2010.1 Over 571 new websites are being created per minute.
IDC estimates that by 2020, business transactions on the Internet will reach 450
billion/day. This volume of activity and the increasingly huge data such activity
creates demand new algorithms, systems and methods to tackle the challenges these
data produce.
Big data is big business. Market research firm IDC forecasts the market for
big data is expected to grow from $3.2 billion in 2010 to $16.9 billion in 2015 in its
1 The Economist, Welcome to the yotta world: Big Data will flood the planet, Nov 17th 2011
| from The World In 2012 print edition.
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report, Worldwide Big Data Technology and Services 2012-2015. A report developed
by leading researchers in the United States, states, “The promise of data driven
decision-making is now being recognized broadly, and there is growing enthusiasm
for the notion of ‘Big Data.’ ” While the promise of big data is real for example, it
is estimated Google alone contributed over 4 billion dollars to the U.S. economy in
2009 there is currently a wide gap between its potential and its realization. 2
Substantial opportunities exist for Canadian industry for commercialization: for
example, to be more responsive to user behavior in the services sector and to manage complex supply chains. Nonetheless, Big Data presents challenges (volume,
structure and data complexity) to circumvent, yet offers incredible opportunities.
Analysis tools must evolve to meet both. People with data analysis skills are in
demand, and that demand is growing. Privacy and security, and evolving understandings of intellectual property, remain problems. Without intelligent data analysis, planning, successful partnerships, and cooperative networks of resources, big
data creates problems for individuals and companies and for government regulatory
challenges.

Figure 1. The DIKW paradigm

Information analysis advances as society’s needs become more complex. New
applications for “big data” are continually evolving. To respond to these advances,
we constantly evaluate our research methods and advance new research paradigms.
2 http://cra.org/ccc/docs/init/bigdatawhitepaper.pdf
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Valuable analysis of big data requires new techniques (e.g., analyzing machine generated streaming data). Interpretation of data leads to information which contextualized becomes knowledge that can be applied as wisdom for decision-making,
the “DIKW” paradigm. Figure 1 illustrates the increments in the DIKW paradigm
leading to decision making.
Information analysis is multidisciplinary and serves as a starting point for other
specializations, such as Business Intelligence, Health Informatics, Computational
Biology, Interactive Content Analytics, Cloud Computing, etc.
Big data with appropriate information analysis and knowledge mobilization presents an opportunity to find insights in new and emerging types of data and content,
to make Canadian industry more agile and responsive, and to answer questions that
were previously considered beyond our reach. Until now, there was no practical way
to harvest this opportunity. Today, advanced analytics open the door to a world of
possibilities.
In a January 21, 2013 press release “Building the Knowledge Economy through
Partnerships,” Canada’s Hon. Gary Goodyear, Minister of State (Science and Technology) said: “Collaboration between business and academia is essential to leveraging Canada’s research strengths and seizing market-driven opportunities.” NSERC
also recently announced two programs in its Discovery Frontiers Call for Proposals: Exploring Big Data and Advancing Big Data Science in Genomics Research.
The latter fits nicely with our Computational Biology Theme. An internationally
funded competition Digging into Data, to address how “big data” changes the research landscape for the humanities and social sciences, fits well with Interactive
Content Analytics.
In May 2012 Doug Cutting3 stated
“The combination of the affordability of commodity hardware and software that allows
effective processing of big data is propelling the trend, but there is a skills issue. A lot
of smart folk are not being leveraged to the degree they could be because of the way
things are structured and how information is siloed. Big data technology removes silos
by using fewer but bigger clusters which are more economical and create data sets for
better analysis. This allows people to experiment and explore data with their ideas and
test them, but we are in a new cycle and it takes time for people to come up to speed.
There’s a skills deficit; demand is great.”

1.2. Research vision. Ninety percent of the data in the world today has been
created in the last two years alone. These data come from everywhere: sensors
used to gather climate information, posts to social media sites, digital pictures
and videos, purchase transaction records, and cell phone GPS signals, to name a
few. We need to distinguish useful data from “garbage” in order for it to become
information, then knowledge and subsequently wisdom.
We have the opportunity to find insights in new and emerging types of data and
content by utilizing advanced research, knowledge transfer, and creative training
program for highly qualified persons (HQP), and private and public sector partnerships.
Our vision includes scientific, engineering, and design aspects of information
analysis and knowledge mobilization. This vision includes medical, ethical, legal,
social and cultural implications issues surrounding information-based research and
development and their usefulness when considering real world information analysis
3 Doug Cutting is a big name in big data. He helped create the open-source Hadoop framework
that allows applications based on MapReduce to be run on large clusters of commodity hardware.
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challenges. We must offer an integrative platform for private- and public sector
partners and to collaborate and partner with academic experts in four areas of
large-scale data analysis.
1) Large-scale Data Analytics and Cloud Computing: This is the overarching
theme for the research. There is growing interest in large-scale analytics using
cloud computing. The challenges for cloud data analytics (merging structured
and unstructured data, big data with clinical; ensuring privacy and confidentiality) still require research. Responding to the growth of raw data, data
analytics must marshal significant computing power and robust storage to
conduct analytics using on-demand, scalable infrastructure. This infrastructure is analytics-aware and is driven by the requirements of large-scale data
analytics, optionally including analytics support platform.
2) Computational Biology (Bioinformatics, Molecular Medicine): With an emphasis on cancer treatment, novel tools development and application integrate,
analyze, and interpret complex biomedical data. This helps to identify testable
hypotheses and construction of useful models. Existing algorithms either do
not scale with the size and complexity of realistic problems or provide only
partial answers. New applications and visual analytics are required to provide
effective tools for scientists, clinicians, and patients.
3) Health Informatics: Free-form text is a common form of valuable health-care
data, ranging from electronic record information, images, doctors’ notes, patient histories, to health-care messages patients post on social media. Such
narrative text data contain information for physicians to use in their practice
and inform public/government agencies’ healthcare-related decisions. Data
are continuously generated daily in large volumes, too vast to read manually and analyze. Automatic text analysis tools are needed to discover hidden information trapped inside free-form texts. Tools that identify and analyze health-care text posts detect public opinions and activities/preferences in
health-care issues. Language and image analysis, data mining and information
retrieval are key techniques used to build tools.
4) Interactive Content Analytics (ICA): ICA combines research approaches from
digital humanities, visual analytics, Human Computer Interaction (HCI), design thinking and practice, and computational linguistics to provide new insights into the creation, exploration and analysis of online data. Our perspective on interactive content analytics embraces topics ranging from the
management of entertainment and advertising brand data in digital media,
to tracking digital rights through data mining visualization, to data mining
large cultural datasets that integrate both digitized (e.g., non-electronic data
sources such as print documents subsequently scanned) and digital materials, to creating novel dashboards to analyze and compare online learners,
to building tools to manage complex supply chains. Comparative and other
methodologies from the traditional humanities disciplines, the arts and social sciences are combined with computing tools such as data visualization,
information retrieval, data mining, statistics, and computational linguistics
analysis and digital publishing to create interpretive applications.
Beyond these four theme areas, related applications include the management of
entertainment and advertising brand data in digital media, building interfaces for
data management using inclusive design principles, tracking digital rights through
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visualization, producing and managing open data, security (e.g., response to government queries; facial recognition, scanning e-mail traffic; or defence queries in
interpreting satellite data), text/data mining of text-based data for Knowledge Mobilization purposes, institutional memory crystallization, transportation studies,
environmental engineering, and self-managing computing.
1.3. Objectives. Big Data provides opportunities for business users to ask questions they were not able to ask before. How can a financial organization find better
ways to detect fraud? How can an insurance company gain a deeper insight into its
customers to see who may be the least economical to insure? How does a software
company find its most at-risk customers—those who are about to deploy a competitive product? They need to integrate Big Data techniques with their current
enterprise data to gain a competitive advantage.
Data analytics are not always effectively used. Misuse may harm important
decision-making processes and business intelligence of Canadian industry. Big Data
analysis should become one of the fastest growing elements of Canadian business
intelligence spending.4 Data analytics play an important role in Canadian industry
information technology and planning systems.
A primary long-term goal of this proposal is to develop Big Data analytics software solutions (e.g., decision support systems for evidence-based management, quality control and best practices) in the areas important to our Canadian industry partners, broadly conceived. Results of our research improves accessibility, management
and manipulation of information in a cloud environment by:
1. Building, verifying, validating and evaluating application prototypes for private and public sector partners which incorporate best research and development practices and drive new research into data analytics to serve as a
solutions base for specific Canadian industry partner problems; and
2. Employing and developing the newest and best research methods to provide
a base for solutions for projects across and within our four theme areas.
1.4. Anticipated research value. The scientific or technical advances research
engenders include technical disclosure; new intellectual property; patents of innovative techniques (such as methods for early analysis of machine-generated (streaming)
data for which effective techniques do not presently exist); training HQP to cultivate
much needed Big Data expertise for partners; and novel processes and products that
are developed and commercialized through our partners or by spin-off companies.
We expect many benefits to accrue, most importantly (1) HQP training, (2)
knowledge mobilization and technology transfer, and (3) innovative research and
development solutions to information analysis of big data. All benefits should have
direct economic benefit to industry. The HQP trained in data analytics help to
address the skills gap in this area. Through project research and development,
careful intern deployment, and academic/industry exchanges, technology transfer
is facilitated. New algorithms and methods that provide solutions to opportunities
4 Big Data will drive $232 billion in spending through 2016. It will directly or indirectly drive
$96 billion of worldwide IT spending in 2012, and is forecast to drive $120 billion of IT spending
in 2013. Big Data’s influx will force a change in products, practices and solutions. The change
is so rapid that companies may have to retire early existing solutions that are not up to par. In
2012, “IT spending driven by big data functional demands totaled $28 billion.” Most of that went
toward adapting existing solutions to new demands driven by machine data, social data and the
unpredictable velocity that comes with it. Gartner Research, http://techcrunch.com/2012/10/
17/big-data-to-drive-232-billion-in-it-spending-through-2016/
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presented by the challenges of Big Data should spawn patents and spinoff companies
for economic benefit.
HQP are trained in research on the state-of-the-art techniques in information
analysis, and in knowledge mobilization via internships and “soft skills” training.
Training focuses on applications of techniques in the theme areas. The trainees will
become the next generation of researchers to bridge the gap between information
analysis and deploying the analysis to applications.
1.5. Information analysis and big data. Digital data generation is exploding!
Why? Huge amounts of data derive from new automation in robotics, new chips,
sequencing, imaging, etc. Although the storage cost is dropping rapidly,5 storage
capacity is not meeting demand. Software to handle “big data” is improving.6
Sensors measure everything from speed to smell. Smart phone “apps” generate vast
data quantities. Social media adds to the deluge: Twitter messages will exceed 500M
daily by 2013. And governments are opening their vast data vaults for analysis.

Big data presents challenges to meet and offers opportunities. Analysis tools must
evolve to meet both. Privacy, security and intellectual property remain problems.
Without intelligent data analysis, successful partnerships and planning, big data
creates complex problems for individuals, companies and government.
Big data, with appropriate information analysis and knowledge mobilization,
provides an opportunity to find insights in new and emerging types of data and
content, to make sectors more agile, and to answer questions that were previously
considered beyond reach. Until now, there was no practical way to harvest this
opportunity. Today, advanced analytics open the door to a world of possibilities.
Traditional database management tools and data processing applications face
challenges. Capture, curation, storage, search, sharing, analysis, and visualization
are problematic when applied to extremely large and complex datasets [1]. In part,
the trend to larger datasets is due to the additional information derived from analysis of a related single large dataset. Separate smaller datasets with the same total
amount of data allow correlations to be found to spot business trends, determine
5A

petabyte will cost a mere $4 by 2020, predicts Forrester, a market-research firm.
“database” can sift through big data streams in real time, including “unstructured”
data (any kind of text).
6 Hadoop
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research quality, prevent diseases, combat crime, determine real-time traffic conditions, and so on [2, 3].
In 2012, the size of datasets size that could be processed in reasonable time was
on the order of exabytes of data [4]. Scientists regularly face large data set limits
in many areas, including meteorology, genomics, connectomics, complex physics
simulations, and biological and environmental research [5, 6]. These complexities
also affect Internet search, finance and business informatics. Thus, the high capacity
requirements of big data render it difficult to analyze when one uses relational
databases and desktop statistics and visualization packages. Hence there is a need
for the next generation of information analysis research and development.
One data-mining exemplar illustrates the need for additional research in the wake
of big data analytics. Currently unbounded, high-speed and continuous characteristics of streaming (machine-generated) data render ineffective traditional data
mining and analytics methods. For example, frequent itemset mining from data
streams is an important data-mining problem. Inherent challenges for data stream
mining exist [7, 177, 179, 180], including: 1) each data element can be examined
at most once; 2) although data elements are continuously generated, memory space
consumption should be limited; 3) every incoming data element should be processed
as fast as possible; and 4) the analytical result of a data stream of an acceptable
quality should be available when users request results.
Traditional frequent pattern-mining algorithms cannot be directly applied due
to data stream characteristics. In general, the mining-result set includes a large
number of frequent itemsets. Therefore, closed or maximally frequent itemsets are
often used to represent them in a more compact notation. Finding such itemsets
over (online transactional) data streams is difficult because of the requirements of
a data stream [8].
While it depends on the stream processing model [9], the research of frequent
patterns mining over data streams can be divided into three categories: 1) the
landmark window model, 2) the damped window model, and 3) the sliding window
model. In the landmark window model, the range of mining includes all the data
between a specific timestamp, called the landmark, and the current time. In the
damped window model (also referred to as the time fading window approach), each
transaction is associated with a weight depending on the order of its appearance.
In other words, the new transactions of data receive higher weights than the older
ones. In the sliding-window model, the range of mining is the length of the most
recent transactions within a window. The basic processing unit of window sliding is
either a time unit or an expired transaction. Processing the recent data is usually
important for the applications that handle stream-oriented data. Therefore, the
sliding window model is widely used to find recent frequent patterns in data streams.
Because of space and time constraints, we cannot afford to keep all itemsets or
even frequent itemsets in the streaming environment that would otherwise allow
the discovery of frequent itemsets on a data stream. On the other hand, any deletion may prevent us from discovering future frequent itemsets [10]. Therefore, the
challenge is to organize a compact data structure that does not miss any frequent
itemset information over a sliding window and is built with only one scan over the
stream.
Given these requirements [11, 12], an efficient algorithm was developed for mining
recent maximal frequent itemsets from a high-speed stream of transactions within
a sliding window. Whenever a new transaction is inserted in the current window,
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only its maximum itemset should be inserted into a prefix tree-based summary
data structure for maintaining the number of independent appearances of each
transaction in the current window. Finally, we obtain set of recent maximal frequent
itemsets.
Comprehensive experimental results for both real and synthetic datasets show
the significance of their methods for streaming or machine generated data [11, 12].
Broad applications such as retail market data analysis, network monitoring, web
usage, traffic signals analysis, web click-stream mining, ATM transactions analysis,
and sensor network data analysis, etc. can be investigated.
We integrate information analysis and knowledge mobilization across the four
broad themes. The overarching Theme is Large-Scale Data Analytics (and Cloud
Computing). Research results from this theme should unceasingly prove useful to
the research of all themes by serving as a framework for information analysis of
big data across computational biology, health informatics, and interactive content
analytics. All the Themes are progressively affected by the availability of big data
and the uninterrupted streaming tide of big data at rates not contemplated a scant
few years ago. Thus methods developed under Large-Scale Data Analytics (and
Cloud Computing) take this into account and inform research across themes.
2. Large-scale data analytics and cloud computing. 7 Cloud computing is a
modern computation model in which hardware and software are offered on-demand
as services over the web. Enabled by new Internet technologies and standards
and driven by new business models, cloud computing targets three main areas of
computing: the infrastructure, (Infrastructure as a Service- IaaS), the programming
and runtime environments (Platform as a Service- PaaS) and the end user software
(Software as a Service-SaaS). While the categorization as IaaS, PaaS and SaaS is
useful in identifying and partitioning many distinct cloud research challenges, an
orthogonal set of issues arises when looking at the requirements of different classes
of applications that we aim to run in the cloud. For example, a cloud that runs
real-time and safety-critical applications may have different services and may offer
different qualities-of-service than a cloud for ecommerce applications.
The Large Scale Data Analytics (LSDA) theme focuses on addressing some of the
challenges in creating a cloud for data analytics. Analytics, in general terms, refers
to extracting information from raw data, often in the context of business decisionmaking. In response to the growth of this raw data, cloud analytics marshals
significant amounts of computing power and robust storage to conduct analytics
using on-demand, scalable infrastructure. Gartner describes six key elements that
may exist in a cloud analytics solution: data sources, data models, processing applications, computing power, analytic models, and sharing or storing of results [14].
This theme focuses on platform as a service for analytics: an infrastructure that is
analytics-aware and is driven by the requirements of large-scale data analytics. The
platform includes: reusable services, patterns/algorithms that can be assembled for
analytic applications development and runtime services for application scalability
in clouds.
2.1. Problem. There is growing academic interest in large-scale analytics using
cloud computing. Position papers have suggested a need for substantial work in
this area (e.g., [14, 15, 16]). Individual efforts have made piecemeal advances, for
7 Section

2 includes significant contributions from Professor Marin Litiou of York University.
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example by migrating analytic applications to the cloud for time series data [17] and
by devising data warehouses for the cloud [18]. There is interest in using the MapReduce paradigm for analytics (e.g., [19, 20]); for example, IBM Research reported
efforts primarily focused on extracting and analyzing large-scale unstructured data
to do search-driven analytics us ing the Hadoop platform [21]. To our knowledge,
there is little or no reported research at the infrastructure or platform level; the
focus is on applications that run on stock infrastructure and platforms. Recent
efforts have investigated scheduling analytics tasks among heterogeneous resources
without addressing the platform needed to achieve interoperability [22] and sharing
segments of Big Data with analytics users using ordinary Hadoop jobs [23].
Commercial vendors have focused on providing analytics-as-a-service (for example, SAP and Opera Solutions8 ). Google’s BigQuery9 service queries terabytes
of data, runs on Google’s cloud infra-structure, scales as needed, and is accessed
through RESTful APIs or a web interface. HP through Vertica10 offers a data
warehouse run on Amazon EC2. Microsoft SQL Azure Reporting11 is a business intelligence system that runs only on Windows Azure. All solutions require structured
data.
2.2. Objectives.
1. To design, implement, and evaluate a cloud development platform for large
scale data analytics based on software development methodologies and design
patterns, including runtime algorithms and services that can be discovered
and reused by a range of analytic applications;
2. To design, implement, and evaluate algorithms for performing common data
analytic tasks, including data mining, that are well adapted to the Large Scale
Data Analytics framework;
3. To design, implement, and evaluate optimization algorithms for computing
and storage resource scaling; and
4. To design, implement, and evaluate secure storage and data services for analytic applications.
2.3. Background and methodology.
2.3.1. Hybrid clouds for large scale data analytics. Hybrid clouds are made of private and public sub-clouds working together to mitigate privacy and security concerns while addressing the need for large computation and storage capacity. Academic research into hybrid clouds has focused on the middleware/abstraction layers
for creating, managing, and using hybrid clouds (e.g., [24, 25, 26]). For example,
Zhang et al. used the MapReduce paradigm to split a data-intensive workload
into mapping tasks sorted by the sensitivity of the data, with the most sensitive
data being processed locally and the least sensitive processed in a public cloud [27].
Abraham et al. provision private clouds from multiple collaborating entities as well
as public clouds from Amazon, automatically and semi-transparently [28].
Commercial support for hybrid clouds is growing in response to the business
case for cloud federation. For example, HP offers software to manage a private
cloud, but also provides infrastructure as a service and the ability to have the two
8 Respectively,
SAP BusinessObjects BI OnDemand,
http://www.ondemand.com/
businessintelligence;OperaSolutionsLLC,http://operasolutions.com/
9 http://code.google.com/apis/bigquery/
10 http://www.vertica.com/
11 http://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/
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communicate (interoperability with other vendors is not discussed) [29]. Fujitsu and
Microsoft partnered to produce a hybrid of the Windows Azure public cloud with
Windows Server running in a private cloud or on a private server [30]. IBM offers
both SmartCloud Provisioning (to manage a private cloud) [31] and SmartCloud
Enterprise (a public cloud offering) and software to bridge the two at the Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) level [32]. These examples do not enable the federation of
heterogeneous clouds; that is, the private and public cloud must run specific software
to enable linking.
In the open source realm, support for cloud federation and hybrid clouds is emerging. Apache Deltacloud is an abstraction layer that allows developers to work with
various public IaaS providers (e.g., Amazon EC2, Rackspace) and internal private
clouds (supporting various commercial and open-source solutions) using a unified
RESTful API. This open-source project recently transitioned from incubation to a
top-level Apache project [33]. Apache Libcloud [34] and jClouds [35] are Python
and Java libraries (respectively) with similar abstraction goals. All three offer stable support for working with compute instances and cloud storage, but also have
beta support for other abstractions.
Objective 1 Design, implement, and evaluate architecture for analytics on combinations of private and public clouds that is elastic, scalable, and tailored for the
analytics application class.
We propose an architecture that optimizes the execution of analytics jobs on a combination of private and public clouds. Performing an analytics task across heterogeneous, hybrid clouds can combine the scalable, on-demand computation resources
of the public cloud with the privacy and control provided by a private cloud. Supporting these tasks at the infrastructure and platform level allows out-of-the-box
analytics operations to leverage these capabilities. In the typical case, the large data
stores are local to the enterprise; the research challenge is enabling the use of public
cloud infrastructure while supporting data locality, privacy, and bandwidth limitations. An analytics cloud may include highly optimized data warehouse hardware in
addition to the commodity machines commonly used. The architecture of the hybrid
cloud for analytics must be scalable and elastic, and must systematize support for
non-functional properties such as privacy, data security, and quality of service. Contributions could include data partitioning to minimize data transfer among clouds,
computation task modeling to identify candidate modules for migration to a public
cloud, and migrating tasks among heterogeneous cloud infrastructures at run-time.
Objective 2 to design evaluate and implement an automated solution (i.e., a broker) capable of matching the requirements of an analytics application with the
available resources in a heterogeneous, hybrid cloud.
With the growing numbers of available providers, and the mix of public and private
resources, it is not always clear which resources would best meet the needs of a
given task. This is the Resource Acquisition Decision (RAD) problem [36], which
in general must be addressed in a federation of heterogeneous resources [37, 38].
Existing approaches make static decisions at design-time or deployment-time [39,
40]; to enable efficient use of resources, run-time decisions are preferable.
We propose the Resource Broker as an additional layer in the cloud architecture that serves as an intermediary between an application or a task and a pool of
resources. Typically an application developer must statically decide on a deployment (identify cloud provider, number and type of instances, etc.). The Broker
accumulates knowledge about the services offered by providers (public and private)
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and provides a unified interface to the developer, allowing them to instead specify requirements. The heterogeneous, hybrid cloud is abstracted through a set of
APIs and the application may never be aware of the exact underlying infrastructure. The broker can be used to acquire infrastructure-, platform-, or software-as-aservice. Contributions include design and architecture of this broker, algorithms for
matching requirements with resources, and understanding what level and quality of
information the application should provide about its requirements to achieve best
matching.
2.3.2. Analytic algorithms for LSDA. The Analytic Algorithms for LSDA project
addresses the problem of creating or adapting data analysis methods to the LSDA
platform. These methods are useful themselves and provide natural test cases for
the effectiveness of the LSDA platform. Three avenues to investigate are: application of data analysis to data stored in hybrid clouds, provision of data analytics as
a service resident in a hybrid cloud, and techniques to make such services discoverable and utilizable on the LSDA platform. Highly useful forms of analytics include
statistical analysis, data mining, and data visualization. In this project, we emphasize data mining because it is more challenging computationally than statistical
analysis and lends itself more to being distributed in a hybrid cloud platform than
visualization. Data mining provides ways to automatically or semi-automatically
explore large quantities of data while searching for useful patterns. Although data
mining techniques are specifically designed for large data sets, few existing methods
have been tested in or adapted to hybrid clouds.
Objective 1 To design, implement, and evaluate data mining software for application to data sources located in hybrid clouds; and to design, implement, and
evaluate data mining software as services located in hybrid clouds.
When mining data from hybrid clouds the main issues to be faced are: the scale
of data, the lack of consistent structure in data sources, inconsistency of data from
diverse data sources, and privacy concerns on behalf of owners/managers about the
data potentially available from data sources in the hybrid cloud. Spatio-temporal
data sets, which include the location and time of events as crucial fields for analysis,
are particularly appropriate for this research project because much analysis can be
usefully be performed on them in a domain-independent manner. Time series data
sets are well suited to performing multiple independent analyses, e.g., looking for
patterns at different amounts of lag [41] and different levels of granularity, e.g., hour,
day, week, month, etc. [42], and such analyses can be performed on an extremely
wide variety of data sets. Spatial data sets are often geographically distributed and
in varying formats; they provide a good challenge for data mining and require the
development of new techniques. Data concerning recommendations, e.g., customer
recommendations for shopping choices or ingredients for recipes [43] are also appropriate for this research because they have high utility and are particularly likely to
accumulate in a hybrid cloud comprising company-run sites and independent ones.
A particular challenge for many data mining techniques is the enormous number
of patterns that can be found in data. This problem can be addressed by applying
interestingness measures [44] to constrain the generation of patterns or to filter the
results [44]. In the context of hybrid clouds, the issues are: which interestingness
measures should be employed, how should thresholds be set and adjusted in an
environment where computing performance can adapt dynamically to the current
workload, and how should results be integrated. Appropriate initial data mining
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problems are finding frequent itemsets [45] and finding effective data aggregations
to produce interesting summaries [46].
Objective 2 to design, implement, and evaluate techniques for encapsulating data
mining techniques as cloud-resident services that can be discovered and engaged
by the LSDA broker being created by Project 1.
To provide a data mining service that can be easily discovered in the hybrid cloud by
appropriate users, one approach would be to provide suitable meta-information that
describes its requirements and capabilities (input format, output format, maximum
sizes, speed, privacy guarantees). Another approach would be to some software
induce these characteristics from the service or its operation. The latter is easier
to use but more complex to implement. A spectrum of approaches between these
choices is evaluated.
In providing data mining techniques as discoverable services in cloud, additional
challenges include locating suitable computation and I/O resources for the service
to run on (and thereby deal with the scaling problem), preserving the privacy of
input data, output data, and intermediate data while the service runs [15], and
dealing with inconsistencies. Initially, we devise a data service that performs itemset
mining using existing algorithms. Then, we devise a data service that filters data
mining results by applying selected interestingness measures to these results. Using
these two services, we also address the problem of connecting them effectively and
efficiency while preserving privacy. The implemented services can be profitably used
as test cases for Project 4.1.3.
2.3.3. Scaling for analytics. The Scaling for Analytics project addresses the problem of maintaining performance as the scale of the data sets analyzed increases.
Previous research has emphasized the concepts of virtualization and workload balancing. By their nature, cloud architectures are well suited for scaling since the layer
of virtualization and abstraction typically employed in a cloud allows for fine-tuned
and responsive resource management not possible with traditional infrastructure.
The most common approach is to add or remove machines dynamically in order to
scale the infrastructure to meet service level objectives, which may be explicit or
implicit (e.g., [47, 48, 49, 50]). These techniques for managing a dynamic workload typically focus on e-commerce applications that are CPU-bound rather than
analytics tasks where CPU, memory, and I/O each play important roles.
This research opportunity moves beyond the usual approach of adding or removing resources (typically focused on computation power, namely number of cores)
and instead identifies the key characteristics of a Large Scale Data Analytics architecture that will enable scaling of the analytic work performed. This research both
enables and requires extending the state-of-the-art for scaling of analytics.
Objective 1 To design, implement, and evaluate novel approaches for adaptively
scaling analytic algorithms and services in response to a changing workload; in
particular, where more resources are needed, design, implement, and evaluate
strategies for deciding where to add these resources.
When applying analytics to increasingly large data sets, adding computation power
may not resolve performance issues. This project considers the cost-benefit tradeoffs of a variety of actions other than adding computation resources: allocating more
bandwidth, moving a running instance closer to a remote data source, moving an
instance to a cloud with better I/O performance, factoring analysis tasks, and other
remedial actions not typically considered in existing approaches. When a task that
is analyzing data across several private and public clouds requires more resources, a
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question not well answered by existing research is where to add resources. The most
promising approaches are to determine where by considering constraints (capacity
limits, privacy/security policies, data locality) or by optimizing criteria (available
capacity, financial cost). Work may be migrated from a private to a public cloud
with a different API and a different set of governing policies.
Objective 2 to design, implement, and evaluate strategies for changing the functionality offered by the cloud analytics service for cases where more resources
cannot be added.
In general, adaptive management can change the functionality of a managed system. This under-explored research area offers high-potential opportunities for cloud
analytics. By adjusting the data model, the analytic model, or even the analytics
application, we can manage the demand for computing resources without adding
resources. Adjustments could include introducing or modifying sampling, reducing
data granularity (e.g., from seconds to days), switching from an exact algorithm
to a more efficient heuristic, etc. This approach is valuable for private clouds,
where there is typically a fixed cap on the amount of resources available. Novel
contributions are expected to result from analyzing the data quality versus cost
relationship and from identifying and evaluating the adjustments just mentioned as
well as devising new adjustments.
2.3.4. Storage and data services for large data analytics. Large-scale data analytics
typically relies on large-scale data sets. As long as processing capacity currently
exceeds network capacity, the storage, retrieval, and management of this data must
be supported in a location proximal to processing power. Data-as-a-service makes
available data and data sets accessible through a services interface, retrievable ondemand for use in analytics tasks. This project’s purpose is to design, implement,
and evaluate a Data Service to support large-scale data analytics, ensuring that
data can be easily accessed, processed, visualized, used, and re-used.
Data may be stored to and retrieved from the Data Service from the local cloud
environment, but also from producers and consumers on various networks. Not all
producers/consumers will have the same experience; data access will have varying
performance (throughput, response time). Rather than pushing high-granularity,
complete data over a network link not sufficient for the task, differentiated Quality of
Data may be used to provide abstracted or filtered data [10]. Data may be supplied
in real-time, or with a delay, or in batch transfers as possible given network capacity.
There are also open questions about how to collect, store, and distribute largescale information. Such a data service should be capable of acquiring data from multiple providers and federating that data for analysis. Storage may involve NoSQL,
SQL, or both; given the costs and benefits of collecting and processing data via either approach, best practices on which approach to use for a given data set are not
yet established. Finally, streaming data is of growing importance; the introduction
of streaming data to Hadoop, and the use of dedicated stream processors like S4
(Yahoo) and Storm (Twitter), suggests the importance of supporting data streams,
particular for real-time data.
As with any system storing and managing data, security and privacy are prime
considerations. There are concerns based in technology: the adoption of clouds (and
their basis in virtualization on physically shared infrastructure) and mobile devices
(portable, operating on different networks) to data analytics presents privacy and
security concerns that must be addressed [51, 52, 53]. There are also basic issues of
how data is correctly segmented at scale to be shared only with those entitled to see
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it, how data is placed on private and public clouds, and how data can be secured
without deleterious effects on performance [23]. Existing work has addressed this
with restrictive policies that required data labeling and limiting the analytics that
could be performed (e.g., [44]).
Objective 1 to draw from analytics use cases to iteratively establish, implement,
and evaluate architecture for data-as-a-service, considering proximal access and
remote access; various collection, storage, and aggregation mechanisms; and
streaming real-time and batched data.
The Data Service plays a key role in collecting, storing, and distributing data to
stakeholders for performing tasks including analysis and visualization. Requirements are established in consultation with other Projects and Themes. It allows for
the creation and curation of large-scale data-sets, optionally federated from multiple
sources, that can be provided to analytics tasks with fine-grained control over access
(see Objective 4.2). Storage design decisions are made after systematic examination
of NoSQL and SQL approaches to data management. Performance considerations
like throughput and response time are key requirements. The advantages of streaming data are evaluated empirically in realistic scenarios for possible inclusion in the
architecture.
Data delivery is examined in the context of adaptive management of available
resources. Potential adaptations include adjusting data quality in response to the
quality of network connections, switching among real-time, delayed, and batched
data transfers in response to requirements and capabilities, and multiplexing data
streams to preserve bandwidth.
The architecture is iteratively developed and refined as other stakeholders to support analytics tasks use it and strengths and weaknesses are developed. The result,
in addition to an architecture meeting the specified use cases and requirements, will
be a general approach to the management of large-scale data in the cloud.
Objective 2 to investigate end-to-end security and privacy concerns for large-scale
analytics on cloud infrastructure and develop, implement, and evaluate mechanisms, protocols, and authentication mechanisms to support data-as-a-service.
Security and data privacy are key issues in the deployment and usage of any cloud
application or infrastructure. The advent of smartphones and the widespread use
of other mobile devices such as tablets have introduced a new dimension to cloud
computing, offering a higher degree of flexibility in data access, and with it has
increased the need for security standards. We propose to look at a range of security
and privacy issues that arise in large-scale analytics applications deployed in hybrid.
They include permitting fine-grained segmentation of existing data-sets into subsets that can be shared with different groups, approaches to assuring and ensuring
data security on cloud infrastructure, and correctly placing data on infrastructure
best-suited to the sensitivity of the information (e.g., public versus private cloud).
Technology considerations include examining data transfer protocols and security
mechanisms on all platforms (clouds, PCs, mobile devices, etc.).
We propose architecture to manage security and privacy end-to-end in the data
service, protecting providers and consumers. This architecture is evaluated on an
experimental test bed, using applications for key areas in the analytics space and
central to Canada’s knowledge economy (e.g., mobile commerce, healthcare, digital
humanities, bioinformatics). The proposed architecture and the evaluation will
align a generic framework and a unified model for security that enables industrial
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prototypes and a set of security solutions applicable to other cloud environments
and applications.
3. Computational biology. 12 We emphasize cancer treatment, development and
application of novel tools that integrate, analyse and interpret complex biomedical
data to help identify testable hypotheses and construction of useful models. Existing algorithms either do not scale with the size and complexity of realistic problems
or provide only partial answers. Visual analytics are required to provide tools for
scientists, clinicians, and patients.
3.1. Problem. Merely coping with the deluge of data is no longer an option; their
systematic analysis is a necessity in biomedical research. Big data in biomedicine
derives from two sources: genomics-driven (genotyping, gene expression, and now
next-generation sequencing data), and the payer-provider (electronic medical records,
pharmacy prescription information, insurance records).
From genomics, with next-generation sequencing (a process that greatly simplifies
the DNA sequencing), it is now possible to generate whole genome sequences for
large numbers of people at low cost. Raw data-wise, it is 4 terabytes of data from
one person. Imagine sequencing for thousands of people in the course of a month.
Petabyte scales of raw data are generated. How do you manage and organize that
scale of information in ways that facilitate downstream analyses?
Computational biology is concerned with developing and using techniques from
computer science, informatics, mathematics, and statistics to solve biological problems. Analyzing biomedical data requires robust approaches that deal with (ultra)
high dimensionality, multimodal and rapidly evolving representations, missing information, ambiguity and uncertainty, noise, and incompleteness of domain theories.
However, advancing computational tools alone is insufficient to have an impact
on computational biology and related biomedical fields. Many theoretically excellent approaches are inadequate for the high-throughput (HT) biological domains,
because of the scale or complexity of the problem, or because of the unrealistic
assumptions on which they are based. Developing new algorithms for real problems
provides added value to the interdisciplinary approach, and ensures access to data
and diverse expertise for validation during algorithm performance evaluation. We
focus on developing and applying machine learning and visualization algorithms in
cancer informatics.
3.2. Objectives. We develop and apply novel tools to integrate, analyze and interpret complex biomedical data to help identify testable hypotheses and construct
useful models.
3.3. Background and methodology. To achieve these objectives, we investigate
the following lines of research:
3.3.1. Network analysis/visualization/integration. [synergizing with the interactive content analytics theme in terms of user interface/interaction and with health informatics and largescale data analytics in terms of ontologies/ representation].
Biology offers a diversity of problems, leading to many computational biology workflows, including tasks where network visualization is helpful during data interpretation and analysis. Individual network visualization systems differ greatly in terms
12 Section 3 includes significant contributions from Professor Igor Jurisica of the University of
Toronto, IBM’s Life Sciences Discovery Centre and St. Margaret’s Cancer Care.
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of features and standards they support, and consequently analyses they enable.
Importantly, users have a broad range of skills and expectations, and thus, network visualization tools must satisfy diverse requirements and offer different user
interface and features.

Network visualization and analysis tools can be compared using diverse metrics,
and clearly, none of the existing tools supports all workflows. Several good reviews
of important features and system comparison have been published [55, 56, 57],
and several papers reviewed useful workflows/scenarios in network visualization,
integration and analysis [55, 58, 192], guiding both users and tool developers.
Diverse data can be represented as a graph physical protein-protein interactions,
metabolic networks, genetic interactions, microRNA-to-target associations, gene
regulatory network, correlation, similarity relationships, etc.
While many papers incorporate some form of network visualization, the potential
of existing tools is neither fully realized, nor is the existing use optimal in many
cases. Several critical challenges have to be addressed by useful visualization tools:
1) large and complex networks need to be handled; 2) interactive manipulation of
the network should be supported; 3) biological insight from the analysis and visualization is required; 4) diverse biological datasets and annotations must be easily
integrated with the network; and 5) besides data visualization and interpretation,
it may be necessary to support visual data mining. The most basic features of
network visualization tools include layout, analysis, import and export formats.
While many existing visualization tools are effective and widely used, there are
several critical areas where these applications require improvement, as reviewed [57].
Scalability is essential to visualize the tens of thousands of known protein-interaction
networks, which is a challenge for current layout algorithms and software. Biological
graph drawing software must also be able to handle richly annotated data, including
genomic and proteomic profiles, pathways, GeneOntology annotations [59], data in
PSI-MI [60] and BioPAX [61, 62] formats (http://www.biopax.org/), in addition
to the vast quantity of microarray data that are currently available.
As the data get more complex, performance of layout algorithms needs to improve, and new options of differentiating multiple attributes are required. As certain workflows become more mainstream, they may be turned into analysis patterns
and implemented as plug-ins. Standardizing file formats, API and plug-ins further
intertwine existing tools, enabling their easier integration and specialization. Importantly, none of these algorithms would make a broad difference unless a user
interface appropriate for biologists is available.
3.3.2. Prognostic signatures. [integrating network-based approaches with advanced machine
learning to comprehensively identify all clinically useful prognostic signatures. Focus on lung and
ovarian cancer].
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Canadian cancer statistics (2012) indicate that lung cancer accounts for almost 14%
of all cancer cases in Canada, leading to the highest number of deaths (20,100, or
27% of all cancers). Recent studies rely on the development of customized therapeutic solutions for the treatment of individual patients (personalized medicine)
that require the analysis of biomarkers to form a signature, specific to the disease
and patient. The discovery and validation of signatures are complex and computationally intensive. It involves analyzing a large number of parameters (clinical
variables, gene, protein, microRNA, activity, etc.) to identify subsets that best describe patients, their prognosis and response to treatment. Selecting the best subset
represents a challenging computational optimization task.
Existing prognostic and predictive biomarkers overlap only partially, and usually
do not validate on external cohorts or by other biological assays. Several technical
reasons may explain this: 1) patient diversity and tumour heterogeneity, 2) range
of HT profiling platforms with different biases and noise, and 3) application of
diverse statistical and bioinformatics approaches to marker identification. Further
evidence shows several clinically identical gene signatures exist [63], and the best
signature may not comprise the most differential genes [64]. It has been suggested
that we need thousands of samples to find overlapping signatures [65]. To address
these challenges, we need to integrate multiple datasets and diverse algorithms for
their analysis (such as http://ophid.utoronto.ca/cdip), and conduct multi-tier
validation of putative markers.
To address these challenges, we propose to conduct an integrative analysis and
comprehensive computational and biological validation of putative markers. To
date, some of the most successful network-based methods of gene group identification for class prediction have been the score-based sub-network markers. Subnetworks identified using these approaches were recently shown to be highly conserved across studies and to perform better than individual genes or pre-defined
gene groups at predicting breast cancer metastasis.
In addition, these findings will provide insights into how we can optimize the
computational tasks as a whole for other cancers and for other data sets (e.g.,
proteomic, genomic, epigenetic). Further, this data will be used to re-purpose
existing FDA-approved drugs for combination treatment, using our drug-related
resources: SCRIPDB [67], NetwoRx [68] and CMapBatch.
Combining molecular cancer profiling and computational analysis will enable
“personalized medicine,” where treatment strategies are individually tailored based
on combinations of single nucleotide polymorphisms, gene, protein or microRNA
expression levels in biological samples [69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. Integrating genomic and
proteomic profiles with protein interactions will enable objective target selection
for identification and validation [74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81]. Combining binary
interactions into networks will implement systems-level understanding of cancer
biology, and will expand our knowledge of individual cancer pathways and their
cross-talk [82, 83].
Comprehensive analysis of signatures from CDIP (http://ophid.utoronto.ca/
cdip) in lung cancer resulted in 3- and 6-gene prognostic signatures [64, 66] and 15gene predictive signature [77], currently being commercially pursued by Pittsburghbased Precision Therapeutics. Similar analysis, integrated with protein interactions
from I2D [84], identified early disease biomarkers in ovarian cancer, leukemia, head
& neck cancer, pancreas cancer, prostate cancer [75, 76, 85, 86].
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Despite inherent noise present in interaction datasets, systematic analysis of resulting networks can uncover biologically relevant information, such as lethality
[87, 88], functional organization [89, 90, 91], hierarchical structure [92, 93], modularity [94, 95] and network-building motifs [96, 97, 98]. This suggests that networks
have a strong structure-function relationship [98], which can be used to help interpret integrated cancer profile data. Many interactions are transient, and the
networks change in different tissue or under different stimuli [99, 100]. Studying
the dynamics of these networks is an exponentially more complex task. Many
stable complexes show strong co-expression of corresponding genes, whereas transient complexes lack this support [101, 84]. These contextual network dynamics
must be considered when linking interactions to phenotypes, and when studying cancer networks topology. Adding this to different biases of single detection
methods, the simple intersection of results achieves high precision at low recall
cost. Systematic graph theory analysis of dynamic changes in interaction networks, combined with gene/protein cancer profiles, enables integrated cancer analysis [102, 103, 104, 80, 66]. Developing algorithms using heuristics tuned for interaction networks [105, 106] ensures scalability.
Some of the most successful network-based methods of gene group identification
for class prediction have been the score-based sub-network markers [107, 108, 109,
110]. Sub-networks identified using these approaches were recently shown to be
highly conserved across studies and to perform better than individual genes or
pre-defined gene groups at predicting breast cancer metastasis [107]. Considering
network modularity improves these methods, and results in better prediction of
aging [95]. Combining existing known and predicted interactions from I2D with
novel local co-expression annotation of existing edges will elucidate disease-specific
dynamics and identify local network structures (graphlets, [106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
111]) that are the most aberrant components in the cancer network, as compared
to normal.
The goal is to prioritize putative biomarkers, validating first those that are overexpressed, are on amplified cytobands, are secreted, and are functionally linked to
other biomarkers. While gene expression-based classifiers may predict outcome,
they can also be used to identify the most important pathways in cancer using systematic biological annotation and analysis of the corresponding protein interaction
network. These pathways may represent the core functional milieu of prognostic
classifier genes, and thus may represent the processes underlying the specific cancer.
Identifying tissue-specific and age-related markers will help to predict early events
in cancer development [112].
3.4. High-resolution structure prediction. The goals of this proposal are to
combine innovative bioinformatics approaches with emerging experimental techniques for high-resolution structure predictions, and to develop a new avenue for
understanding protein folding. [Knowing the structure of a protein is key to understanding how it works and to targeting it with drugs. A small protein can consist
of 100 amino acids, while some human proteins can be huge (1000 amino acids).
The number of different ways even a small protein can fold is astronomical because there are so many degrees of freedom. Figuring out which of the many, many
possible structures is the best one is regarded as one of the hardest problems in
biology today.] Konermann’s group recently devised a ground-breaking biophysical
method for tracking protein structural changes during folding. This technique is
based on rapid mixing of denatured protein with refolding buffer. After various
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time points (milliseconds to minutes), the protein is briefly exposed to hydroxyl
radical (OH) via a pulsed excimer laser that introduces oxidative modifications at
solvent accessible side chains, whereas buried regions are protected. The protein is
then cleaved with a suitable protease, and the resulting peptides are analyzed by
liquid chromatography and tandem MS (LC-MS/MS).The oxidative labeling pattern undergoes dramatic changes during folding, reflecting the transition from a
disordered structure to the compact biologically active state. Analysis of the protein oxidation pattern provides insights into the nature of short-lived intermediates
that become populated during folding, and that are unobservable by traditional
high resolution (X-ray or NMR) techniques. In a complementary fashion, hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX)/MS experiments report on the evolution of protein
secondary structure during folding. Our idea is to use these experimental data as
constraints for computer-based structure prediction algorithms. We face and will
overcome major bioinformatics challenges below:
1. The oxidative labeling pattern imprinted onto the protein carries detailed
information regarding the solvent-accessible surface area of individual side chains.
Unfortunately, current data analysis strategies only permit reliable quantitation of
oxidation data at the peptide level, “smearing out” the available information over
10 or more residues. A new approach will be developed to calculate the oxidation
level of single amino acids from the LC-MS/MS data. Differently labeled versions
of the same peptide are often isobaric and co-elute, resulting in overlapping MS/MS
spectra. Existing algorithms cannot tackle such a scenario. For this purpose, Ma
will combine his spectrum prediction algorithm with large scale optimization to
compute the relative quantity of each differently labeled peptide in the same overlapping spectrum. This will help to map structural features of both native proteins
and folding intermediates with unsurpassed spatial resolution.
2. Existing structure prediction algorithms, such as FALCON by Ming Li’s
group, use an energy function as a guide for making gradual changes to the protein
structure during folding in-silico. At present, these simulations have no relationship
to the actual folding pathways of “real” proteins. As a result, the algorithms can
suffer from poor convergence, and they often get trapped in local minima (there are
billions of different pathways by which a protein chain might fold). A new algorithm
and scoring function will be developed that takes experimental accessibility and
HDX data to guide the simulations along to discover the actual biophysical pathway
and guide the simulations along it. This approach will dramatically improve the
reliability of the final predicted structure. In addition, it will for the first time
elucidate the 3D structures of solution-phase folding intermediates. These transient
species act as kinetic branching points that can lead to misfolded aggregates (e.g., in
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease). Development of potent folding visualization
software represents an added focus of our plan.
3. Less than 0.1% of all known bio-molecular structures represent membrane
proteins, despite their enormous medical importance. We extend approaches outlined above to membrane proteins, thereby working towards 3D structural models
of key drug targets that have been intractable by other means.
Our unique approach makes it possible to generate reliable protein structure
predictions in a matter of hours, whereas complete X-ray or NMR investigations
require weeks or months. Hence, our initiative will help propel the scope of largescale structural genomics initiatives to an entirely new level.
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3.4.1. Crystallization pattern discovery. The NIH Protein Structure Initiative consortia enabled many technological breakthroughs. However, the benefits of highthroughput (HT) approaches to structure determination must be considered in the
context of their drawbacks [113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123,
124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. Based on TargetDB [69] data, of
177,330 proteins cloned, 8.3% of the total crystallized, 4.1% of the total diffract,
and 3.8% of the total resulted in structures. While all steps in the structure determination pipeline, from protein production, through screening, to crystallization
and structure determination can be improved, we focus on computationally-driven
optimization of HT crystallization strategy.
There are three main approaches to structure determination: 1) in silico prediction [133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 127], 2) NMR (Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance) [142, 128, 129, 130, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147], and 3) X-ray crystallography [148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154]. While NMR approaches are growing in
their importance [155, 156, 157, 130, 142], and in silico methods are becoming more
accurate [133, 137], single crystal X-ray crystallography remains the most generic
and powerful method for protein structure determination.
Technical difficulties in protein crystallization are due mainly to two reasons: 1)
many parameters affect the crystallization outcome, e.g., purity of proteins, supersaturation, temperature, pH, time, ionic strength and purity of chemicals, volume
and geometry of samples, and 2) we only partially understand correlations amid
parameter variation and the propensity for a given protein to crystallize.
Conceptually, protein crystal growth can be divided into two phases: search
and optimization. Search phase determines a subset of all possible crystallization
conditions that yield a promising crystallization outcome [158]. These conditions
are varied during the optimization phase to produce diffraction-quality crystals
[159]. Neither of the two phases is trivial to execute. If we consider only 15 possible
conditions, each having 15 possible values, the result would be 4.3789e+017 possible
experiments; impossible to test exhaustively. Even a broad search phase may not
produce any promising conditions, and many of the promising leads may elude
optimization strategies. This large search space of conditions can be systematically
screened with robotic liquid handling techniques, which turns a protein chemistry
problem into big data analytics.
Systematic HT crystallization screen data analyzed by diverse computational
algorithms will lead to an increased number of structures being determined. HT
screening can speed up the search phase, and may increase process quality [158, 160,
129, 161, 162, 152, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 159]. The computationally-optimized
approach will increase the number of structures by combining and further improving
successful image classification that will enable comprehensive mining of 19 million
crystallization experiments. Comprehensive data mining will optimize crystallization screens and identify patterns in data that will lead to improved understanding
of crystallization process and in turn more structures.
The current image classifiers both benefit and suffer from a wealth of image
analysis data. The analysis software, describing a range of textural and statistical
features in the image, measures a total of 14,908 features per image. The same
image analysis algorithm computes groups of features across a range of parameter
settings, in an effort to capture optimal parameter settings.
Current feature selection is made in two stages using the Random Forest (RF)
algorithm. In the first pass, an initial RF is trained on all 14,908 features of the
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training data. The variable importance measures of each feature (a product of RF
training) are used to select the 10% most informative features. Only the selected
features are fed to the second pass of the RF algorithm, resulting in a higher-quality
classifier. Although the performance of this classifier is promising, one drawback
to the feature-pruning method has been identified: RF variable importance can
assign high importance to multiple, correlated features. A preliminary look into
the 10% of features selected indicates that multiple, correlated members of certain
feature families are included in the 10%, and thereby exclude less informative but
uncorrelated features from the classifier.
A new feature-selection approach that we are developing combines RF variableimportance criteria with the correlation information from the feature set. Information from general feature-feature correlation and per-image-class correlation matrices will affect the selection process.
Further improvements in scoring accuracy will be obtained from incorporating
time-series information. Each trial is photographed at multiple time-points, and a
probabilistic relationship links the state of a crystallization trial at any one point
with its past and future states. Whereas the image classifier calculates a belief
P (st|f t), i.e., belief in the state st of the trial at time t given the image features f t, a
model incorporating the time-series would also incorporate relationships P (st|st−1)
and P (st + 1|st) for a complete a posteriori assessment of the state (i.e., score) st.
Discovering and illuminating the relationship between proteins and cocktails in
the crystallization process will increase the success of protein crystallization trials
and improve the process of crystal optimization. Chemically-similar cocktails will
react similarly with a given protein [168, 169]. Thus, a screen of 1,536 cocktails
represents a sampling of points of chemical space in a protein’s crystallization landscape. Equally, similar proteins should react similarly with a given cocktail, and
thus any one cocktail screened against HWI’s 12,000 protein samples to-date represents a sampling of points of protein space in a cocktail’s crystallization landscape.
Neighbouring proteins in the crystallization landscape are those whose crystallization reactions are correlated across a range of cocktails. Neighbouring cocktails
are those whose crystallization reactions are correlated across a range of proteins.
(The chemical constituents of the cocktails may also be used to infer cocktail-space
neighbours.) Knowledge of the crystallization reaction of a given protein with a
given cocktail implies partial knowledge of the reaction at neighbouring points, in
protein space or cocktail space.
The correlations required to derive these probabilistic relationships must be
computed from the scores of multiple crystallization trials. HWI’s archive of 120
million crystallization-trial images comprises 12,000 proteins against 1,536 cocktails. Detailed scores of 165,000 images have been scored by experts at HWI
[168, 169]. The remainder will be scored by automated classification and image
analysis. Computation-intensive image analysis is performed on the WorldCommunityGrid GPU/CPU.
We will optimize the existing HT crystallization screen by applying systematic
data mining. Discovering the relationship between proteins and cocktails in the
crystallization process will increase the success of protein crystallization trials and
improve the process of crystal optimization. Chemically-similar cocktails will react similarly with a given protein [168, 169]. Analogously, similar proteins should
react similarly with a given cocktail. Knowledge of the crystallization reaction of
a given protein with a given cocktail implies partial knowledge of the reaction at
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neighbouring points, in protein space or cocktail space. Systematically identifying
patterns in the protein/cocktail space will lead to an optimized set of informative
cocktails. Importantly, clustering of the image data may lead us to identify more
optimal, data-driven crystallization image classes.
We will apply association mining to identify important patterns in the large
crystallization data warehouse proteins and their properties crystallization conditions crystallization result 6 time points. Structural-chemical properties will be
computed from sequence by PSIPRED [170] and the pepstats application from the
European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite. This information will be combined with the detailed description of 1,536 crystallization conditions, 10 classes
from image analysis, and analyzed across six time-points to identify both global
and local patterns.
It has been shown that systematic mining of the crystallization data provides
useful leads to improve crystallization success rate, and to increase our understanding of the protein chemistry and crystallization process [171, 172, 173, 174, 175,
176, 177, 178, 179, 158, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189]. However,
these results contained only successful crystallizations, many from smaller, partially
biased protein classes and families. To learn the process and principles, we also need
the failed experiments. HWI screen provides us with a broad range of proteins and
diverse outcomes.
Association mining identifies frequently occurring patterns among variables and
their values [190, 187, 189]. Our FPClass algorithm will segregate proteins into
groups based on how they react in a broad range of conditions and group cocktails
to reflect their potential to achieve crystallization. These results may lead to optimizing the crystallization screen, and reveal associations among protein properties
and the crystallization screen, in relation to time and composition of individual
cocktails. The database of crystallization results is considered a transaction database. Transactions represent sets of facts about proteins, cocktails, or particular
experiments, e.g., {57, pH < 6.0, contains: PEG 20000, CAPS, crystallizes proteins:
Z1257, Z1258, Z1875}. An itemset is a subset of a transaction. Frequent-itemset
discovery finds all itemsets in a database whose frequency (support) exceeds some
threshold. An association rule describes the co-occurrence of two disjoint itemsets
in transactions, such as: protein concentration >10 mg/mL, medium molecular
weight, low pI, organism: A. aeolicus, cocktail contains CaCl2*2H2O → {crystal}.
The right side of this rule is supported by 20 of the 25 transactions that fit the left
side of the rule in our database, and thus the rule has support 20 and confidence 0.8
(20/25). Association-rule discovery finds all association rules in a database whose
support and confidence exceed minimum values [187, 189, 190].
With the protein at hand, and a small list of the most highly similar proteins
encountered in the crystallization repository, a new crystallization plan can be formulated. At first the formulation will be done by manual interpretation of the
successful crystallization conditions identified in the most highly similar proteins
treated in the database. Results from data mining may be used to further optimize the screen, by identifying probable favorable crystallization conditions for a
given protein. A list of the chemical components, their concentrations ranges, and
ranges of pH identified in successful crystallizations of similar proteins will be used
to generate a new screen of crystallization cocktails.
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The proposed comprehensive analysis of HT crystallization screen data is possible both due to WorldCommunityGrid [191] resources with over 1.5 million computers, of which we use 300K a day in average (http://www.worldcommunitygrid.
org/research/hcc1/overview.do), and our own computing facility that enables
archival storage as well as pre- and post-processing.
4. Health informatics. 13 Our perspective on health informatics is a study between computer and information science and healthcare. Health informatics encompasses the resources, devices, and methods required to optimize the acquisition,
storage, retrieval, and use of information in health and biomedicine. The tools we
build include clinical guidelines, formal medical terminologies, and information and
communication systems.
4.1. Problem. Free-form texts are the most common form of valuable data in
healthcare. They range from doctors’ notes, descriptions of patient histories, to
healthcare-related messages posted by patients on social media such as blogs, bulletin boards, and discussion forums. Such narrative text data contain the most
valuable information for physicians to use in their practice and for public and government agencies to make their healthcare-related decisions. Recently, the New
York Times reported on a study by MIT researchers, showing companies included
in their study that adopted data-driven decision making achieved 5-6% higher productivity than those that did not. However, since data are continuously generated
every day in large volumes, the sheer amount of data is too overwhelming for humans
to read and analyze manually. Automatic text analysis tools are in great demand
to discover the hidden information trapped inside the free-form texts. For example,
a tool that identifies and analyzes the healthcare-related posts in social media can
detect the public opinions, activities and preferences in healthcare-related issues.
Natural language analysis, data mining and information retrieval are key techniques
that can be used to build such text analysis tools.

4.2. Objectives. With the general objective of discovering hidden and valuable
information from healthcare-related text data, we propose to develop innovative
text analysis techniques for analyzing healthcare-related data on social media. Our
ultimate goal is two-fold. First, we will develop tools that provide policymakers and
program managers with the information needed to plan and implement successful
health care initiatives. Second, we will develop tools that can potentially identify
health patterns in socio-demographic and geographic data to help consumers assess
health risks and educate the public for active participation in preventative healthcare. We choose to focus on social media data because they are publically available,
13 Section 4 includes significant contributions from Professors Aijun An and Jimmy Huang of
York University.
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are sensors of the real world and there are high demands from industry and government to discover and keep track of public activities and opinions expressed in social
media. We will also use the socio-demographic and psychographic data collected
by our partners (e.g., Manifold Data Mining) to find out how population health
is impacted by external factors in addition to their biological and physiological
conditions in order to develop tools for preventative health-care.
4.3. Background and methodology. To achieve these objectives, we propose
the following lines of research:
4.3.1. (part a) Resource selection for seeking information about healthcare issues.
There are numerous forums and networks on social media where people share their
opinions and insights. Not all of them are relevant to either general or specific
health-care issues that are of concern. Appropriate and wise selections of forums
and relevant posts in social networks are fundamental for the successful discovery
of useful hidden information on relevant health-care issues.
In the field of information retrieval, many algorithms (e.g. [193, 194, 195, 198])
have been proposed for resource selection in federated text search. Many of them
can be viewed conceptually as treating each information source as a “big document”,
and using variations of traditional document ranking algorithms to rank available
information sources with respect to a user query. However, recent research [196]
has demonstrated that the “big document” approach does not work well when there
are wide variations in the sizes of available information sources because the “big
document” approach does not consider the individual documents in the information
sources. The GlOSS algorithm [197] turns away from the “big document” approach
by calculating the veracity of information sources to a query as the number of
relevant documents, but no satisfactory method has been provided for estimating
the veracity. The hierarchical database sampling resource selection algorithm [198]
and the classification-aware selection algorithm [199] use base resource selection
algorithms such as “CORI” and the GlOSS approach, and still suffer from the
weakness of the base algorithms. A set of more robust algorithms (e.g. [196,
200]) has been designed to estimate explicitly the veracity/usefulness of individual
documents that each information source contains. However, such measures were
not designed for evaluating documents (i.e., posts) on social media. We will work
on designing goodness measures for evaluating a discussion forum and individual
posts in a forum in social media. Resource retrieval systems will be developed to
collect the relevant sources of information based on the designed veracity measures.
4.3.1. (part b) Adaptive information extraction and topic/event detection and tracking. Free-form discussions of medical or health-care issues on social media do not
follow the standards for classifying and coding medical information such as the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED). A useful first step will be to
design a system that is able to extract key elements from narrative texts that are
relevant to the task(s) at hand.
We will work on two directions for identifying the key information embedded in
the text: 1) adaptive information extraction that automatically learns extraction
knowledge from data to extract structured information such as entities, attributes
and relationships between entities from unstructured text [201, 202], and 2) advanced topic and event detection that considers the content as well as the temporal
and social dimensions of the data [213, 214, 215].
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For information extraction, we focus on improving the robustness of current IE
systems (e.g., WHISK [206], RAPIER [207], SRV [208] and LP2 [209]) which can
automatically learn extraction knowledge from data, and on easing the difficulty of
adapting an IE system to different extraction tasks. We will fully examine the naive
Bayes IE model as a purely adaptive IE model, in which the formulation problem
existing in previous naive Bayes IE systems is corrected. We also investigate the
effect of smoothing techniques in this context (essentially a general issue associated
with any probabilistic model), and we design our own smoothing strategy [210] to
obtain more stable probability estimation in statistical IE learning. Our initial experimental results show that a good smoothing method is critical to the robustness
of naive Bayes IE systems. In most existing probabilistic systems, a natural evolution from the nave Bayes’ models is to more advanced Hidden Markov models
(HMMs) [211]. Our work on HMM IE will solve the extraction redundancy issue
in current HMM IE modeling on an entire document. To this end, we propose a
segment- based HMM IE approach, in which a segment retrieval step is included
to identify extraction related segments from the entire document. Note that our
segment-based IE modeling is actually a general framework. In addition to HMM
IE applicability, the same segment-based IE framework applies to other IE models
in which the extraction is performed by sequential state labeling. To improve the
system’s adaptability to the situation when the labeled texts are limited, we will
extend our segment-based HMM IE modeling to semi-supervised learning using a
modified version of the multi-view Co-EM learning strategy.
Motivated by the need to choose term weighting related system design choices in
segment retrieval in our segment-based HMM IE, we also investigate the use of information theoretic principles as tools to analyze the term vector models employed
in IE and information retrieval (IR). Thus far, a series of theoretical analyses [210]
show that the information theoretic principles provide a good framework to help
make related design decisions in term vector models with sound theoretical justifications. We advocate an integrated IE system in which different learners are selected
not only according to a particular IE domain, but also based on the characteristics
of different extraction tasks (i.e., different slots in an extraction template). Interslot relationship utilization in the integrated IE framework will improve extraction
performance. Our concept of redundant extraction will adapt an existing IE system to perform extraction with redundancy. By introducing some redundancy, the
IE system can identify more extraction related information from documents thus
providing a solution that bridges the gap between performance limits of current IE
systems and performance needs stipulated by applications.
For topic and event detection, most of the existing methods use clustering techniques or the generative Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) probabilistic model [212]
to group the documents according to the content of the text. A problem with most
existing topic detection techniques is that the topics are represented by a set of
words, which together may not be meaningful. We will investigate how to integrate
computational linguistics techniques with probabilistic topic modeling to extract
meaningful topics. We will also extend these techniques by considering both temporal and social factors so that topics or events are related to the context in which
they are discussed or occur.
4.3.1. (part c) Development and testing of indicators of public interest in healthcare activities. We need to create indicators or indices to measure the activity of
consumer participation with the goal of finding factors that influence and initiate
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consumer involvement in health-care choices. While formal surveys exist to measure
patient participation, there are no universal indicators that track ongoing real-world
consumer activities in or opinions about health care. To measure consumers’ interest and participation in healthcare decision-making from social media, we will create
a set of broad indicators of healthcare-related activities that operates independently
of specific conditions and treatments or providers. For example, an indicator can
be related to choice-making: are consumers actively trying to make choices, or are
they passively waiting for advice?
We will create and test indicators along the following dimensions:
• Proactive orientation. To what extent are consumers asking questions or seeking information before healthcare-seeking events, versus commenting afterwards. For example, how often are consumers seeking different options or
opinions after being recommended for a medical procedure?
• Comparison-making. To what extent are consumers comparing one healthcare choice/source of care to another, rather than open-ended requests for
options. Is this proactive or retrospective? For example, how often are consumers comparing price/cost?
• Retrospective assessments of process/outcome/price. To what extent are consumers making assessments informally or formally about health-care process
(service, waiting time, appointment-making), outcomes (feeling better, recovering, healing) and price?
• Sentiment regarding health-care services. To what extent are retrospective
assessments positive, negative, or neutral? We will create and test these
indicators using both supervised and unsurprised machine learning techniques
on selected social media data.

4.3.2. (part a) Sentiment and emotion detection. The rise of social media has provided various forms for public to express their opinions on various issues. Businesses
have tremendous interests in sentiment analysis over social media data in order to
analyze markets and identify new opportunities. Most of existing sentiment analysis
techniques determine the overall sentiment orientation for a single object as positive, negative or neutral [213] but they do not specify exactly what reviewers like or
dislike. However, quite often, a person likes certain aspects of an object but dislike
others. Such mixed feelings cannot be extracted by sentiment analysis techniques
that only identify the polarity (i.e., positive/negative/neutral) of the sentiment.
Some agreement on categories exists, yet debates remain as to what are fundamental emotions. Emotions have variable intensity and emotions mix; hence
emotion may be best represented through overlapping three-dimensional diagrams.
Picard [214] notes the lack of emotion definition and whether the lack of agreement
on basic emotions or continuous spaces of emotion is an obstacle to computer recognition and synthesis. There is little proof that emotion is uniform across cultures.
Ekman [215, 216] insists that some emotions are universal, yet remains inconclusive regarding others, in particular contempt, shame and interest. Ekman [215]
acknowledges that differences arise in the ways that cultures teach their members
how to manage emotions and in what triggers or causes specific emotions. Lazarus’
theory of emotion [217] includes interdependent mediations through environment,
personality, process and outcome expectations — context! He provided a comprehensive analysis of the ways that culture influences emotional expression by forming
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‘shared and divergent meanings’ acquired over the course of psychological development. Emotion plays out in how people make sense of life’s events, ‘how a person
perceives, understands, and appraises what is happening socially’. He noted, ‘culture could have a major influence in both a constitutive and regulative sense on
the goals we acquireand on other appraisal components’. Lazarus’ approach aligns
with Ortony, Clore and Collins’ Cognitive Structure of Emotions (OCC) model that
represents emotional process or ‘valence’ according to cognitive eliciting conditions.
The OCC model has been pre-eminent in designing affective computing systems as
rules can represent if/then [245].
Despite these limits, analyses of digital media using emotional categories have
proven to have value with the growth of social media and their effect as tools
for communication or collaboration. For example, Shami et al. [218] argue that
it is necessary to measure group emotions, not only individual, in the context of
social media, and acknowledge that measuring affect “is a challenging and complex
issue.” They propose that analysis of emotion in online contexts should use “implicit
measures such as analysis of linguistic cues” rather than self-reporting which is
unreliable. Discovery in the structure of affective extraction that tests different
assumptions and compares these is of ongoing necessity.
We propose a novel sentiment analysis approach that employs four indicators in
four linguistic levels, containing clause, phrase, word, and feature levels, to determine sentiment polarity. We also identify object features for which sentiment is
expressed, and propose to apply feature weights to determine object sentiment polarity. Features permit us to know on what object aspects a consumer is positive or
negative, providing refined sentiment analysis where mixed sentiment is expressed.
We will extend our current emotion detection method (the initial approach was
developed in the CIVDDD project) to consider wider context, and relationships and
factors that affect the emotion conveyed by the text. We will also extend emotion
categories being considered.
4.3.2. (part b) Discovering and tracking patterns of information seeking, comparisons and sentiment about health care. After identifying indicators of public activities and opinions in health-care, we would like to find patterns in which consumers
seek information, make comparisons and express sentiments, and also track changes
in these patterns over time and in response to significant public events or stories.
To this end, we will conduct the following lines of research:
a) Compare levels of activity across geographical locations, demography, conditions or other factors. Using the identified indicators or indices of public
activities and opinions, we will compare different groups of consumers in terms
of these indices;
b) Conduct root-cause analysis to identify the factors or events that result in,
for example, positive or negative sentiments. We will combine our findings on
event detection and sentiment detection, and find the relationships between
them by using data mining techniques; and
c) Conduct trend analysis to track changes in the identified patterns over time.
4.3.2. (part c) Data Visualization Strategies and methodologies for social media
content and free form texts. Lee [219] argues that user interface design must integrate form and function, rather than accept a time-worn polarization that privileges
function. Hence affective computing has a significant potential application within
visualization design. Engaging the body and mind in emotion and feeling allows
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for an immersive and embodied relationship to knowing suggesting performative
ways of navigating data sets, but also underscoring the subjective nature of image
experience. Tractinsky et al. [220] propose that interfaces are more engaging when
presenting emotionally compelling content. Their analyses of users’ response to
various metaphors and navigation strategies include the analysis of affect and related aesthetics. The study of multiple approaches to visualization of datasets, user
engagement and protocol emergence for data visualization design remains critical.

We will study variable aesthetics and their application to the user groups that
form the collaboration, using participatory design, design and data-driven design
methods as well as usability testing.
Tufte [221] argues that data visualization requires choosing data sets that are
of research value, mining the data, creating a structure for data, analyzing that
data to find meaningful representations, analyzing patterns, translating analysis
through aesthetic representation, refining the representation to communicate better,
and creating means of manipulating data. In Tufte’s view, data enunciate their
structures. There is no base case with data; inductive reasoning elicits knowledge.
Through this process data find form, and sometimes also metaphor or narrative.
We view such data naturalism, structuralism, or, with large datasets representing
phenomena not viewable, as data-driven design.
Reas et al. [222] argue that the designer must start not with the data but
with the empirical question asked by the researcher, then work back to data. Reas
considers the nature of the data to be obtained, finds data to fit the question and
parses them to provide a structural fit for their meaning, then orders them into
categories and filters out all but the data of interest. This approach maintains
the role of the scientist in producing theory, illustrating, testing and deducing. It
also offers an opportunity for metaphor, design variation and the recognition of
multiple interpretations of the same data by different disciplines. Both approaches
need comparative testing. Each of these approaches requires the adaptation of
participatory design approaches in which the user is engaged in the development of
the visualization. We will test methods for this engagement.
4.3.3. Developing online health risk assessment systems for preventative healthcare.
Preventative health-care is a core component of a sustainable public health-care
system. Our goal here is to develop predictive models for assessing risks of chronic
diseases. Together with our partners (such as Manifold), we will collect and analyze health-related data (including socio-demographic and psychographic data),
and build an online predictive tool to provide information and knowledge on health
management of chronic diseases. Our tool allows:
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1) Consumer-centric and data-driven health assessment and self-management;
2) Interactive and dynamic understanding and management of health and wellness;
3) Constant updates to reflect new knowledge discovered from data.
Various data mining techniques, such as classification, regression, clustering and
correlation analysis, will be used in finding the relationships among data.
5. Interactive content analytics. 14 We bring together approaches from digital
humanities, visual analytics, HCI, design thinking and practice and computational
linguistics to provide new insights into the creation, exploration and analysis of online data. Our perspective on interactive content analytics embraces topics ranging
from curating online collections to data mining large cultural data sets integrating both digitized and digital materials. The methodologies from the traditional
humanities disciplines (such as history, philosophy, linguistics, literature, art, archaeology, music, and cultural studies) and social sciences are combined with tools
provided by computing (such as data visualization, information retrieval, data mining, statistics, computational analysis) and digital publishing.
5.1. Problem. Quantities of data are continually produced through the creation of
online resources and through the wide range of different interactions that users have
with various types of online data. Quantities of structured data have been growing
for many decades such as email, Web analytics, or customer feedback. There is a
recent growth of unstructured data and an explosion of data through social media
that demand text analysis, and collaborative cloud data intelligence well beyond
existing CRM (customer-relationship management) systems. The amount of these
data is growing exponentially in Canada and at the global level.
Consumers and organizations are increasingly interested in tools and techniques
that allow them to manage and visualize their own data collections, online paths
and social networks. These tools and their associated analytic approaches have
already demonstrated value, as illustrated with the following examples.
• Media industries (including companies such as the Globe and Mail or gaming
companies such as StatDrive and the advertising agencies and data analytics
companies such as Infersystems that support them) use tools to understand,
analyze and support the dramatic and disintermediating shift from print or
linear media to multimedia formats with intensive user interaction. They
need to build sophisticated databases, repurpose content, track digital rights,
analyze user responses, often in real-time, and provide bespoke experiences
and tools for subscribers across different screen platforms.
• Learners, employers and educational institutions require online learning tools
(such as those created by Desire2Learn) for training, learning, knowledge making, dispersal and collection, text/data mining for knowledge management
purposes, digital rights management, data security as well as data collection,
and interactive analysis.
• Companies that provide search technologies, open innovation platforms and
open source tools contribute to the growing interest in open data and tools
to manage open data. They are increasingly looking towards visual tools to
facilitate online experience.
14 Section 5 includes significant contributions from Professor Fred Popowich of Simon Fraser
University and Professor Sara Diamond of OCAD University.
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• Software standards such as WebGL and Canvas2D provide developers and
their users with a platform. The current two-dimensional tools facilitate content for different applications such as visual analytics (Processing.js), and
online learning and data collaboration (Desire2Learn). Given the need to represent, navigate and analyze multivariate data sets online, in future we will see
the emergence of 3D/Stereoscopic Graphics on the Web (which will require a
standard to enable 3D visualization and run simulations on the Web).
5.2. Objectives.
1. An open framework for integrating and analyzing online data
2. Design and Evaluation of interactive integrated applications and interfaces
(including natural language processing, design, and visual analytics)
5.3. Background and methodology. Our overall approach to interactive content analytics involves the integration of computer science, engineering, and digital
humanities research and development methods. Computer science and engineering
provide methodologies to build and test technologies through the application of the
scientific method and rigorous testing. Digital humanities research seeks an understanding of the ways that humans interact with technologies, applied to fields such
as linguistics, cultural studies, communications theory, education, visual art and
design, to develop interfaces that facilitate human interaction with data. Digital
humanities study the use of online text, visual language and sound, providing both
analysis and new tools. Digital humanities facilitate knowledge making, dispersal
and collection while always seeking to keep the human “in the loop.”

We adopt a project-based approach with projects being associated with the two
objectives listed above. The projects will draw upon research in machine learning,
text analytics design, human computer interaction, visualization, visual analytics
and digital humanities as elaborated in the research plan below. Project 1 will
involve fundamental tool building. Our tools will provide a platform for the project
2 (Applications Design, Usability and evaluation studies in test bed environments)
component of Interactive Content Analytics. We will equally provide tools as a
resource for other projects within the broader initiative, in particular the projects
on “Sentiment and emotion detection” and “Adaptive information extraction and
topic/event detection and tracking” within Health Informatics.
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5.3.1. Fundamental tool building. We build upon open source frameworks/workbenches for data mining, text analysis and visualization. A natural starting-point would
be the Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) framework,
which was first developed by IBM and became open source in 2005 [223]. As noted
at http://uima-framework.sourceforge.net/
The Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) framework is
an open, industrial-strength, scalable and extensible platform for building analytic
applications or search solutions that process text or other unstructured information
to find the latent meaning, relationships and relevant facts buried within. It enables
developers to build analytic modules and to compose analytic applications from multiple analytic providers, encouraging collaboration and facilitating value extraction
for unstructured information.
Use of a common (open-source) framework will make it easier for researchers
to collaborate with different groups working on different components in parallel.
Furthermore, building on a well-established framework will facilitate integration
of text analytics algorithms, machine learning algorithms, and the development of
applications.
Given the large amount of textual (unstructured) data used by online services
and applications, it will be important to have a principled means to incorporate
and evaluate different text processing algorithms that can provide a deeper understanding of the natural (human) language contained within the various online resources, drawing not only on computational techniques but also linguistic
knowledge. For fundamental natural language processing tool development, the
open source NLTK environment will also be used [224]. Aside from NLTK supporting training of students from a wide range of different backgrounds with its
associated course material, it is also widely used in the development of prototypes, and work has already been done on an interface between NLTK and UIMA
(http://code.google.com/p/uima-nltk/). As noted at http://nltk.org/.
NLTK is a leading platform for building Python programs to work with human
language data. It provides easy-to-use interfaces to over 50 corpora and lexical
resources such as WordNet, along with a suite of text processing libraries for classification, tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing, and semantic reasoning. Thanks
to a hands-on guide introducing programming fundamentals alongside topics in computational linguistics, NLTK is suitable for linguists, engineers, students, educators,
researchers, and industry users alike.
We will contribute to the next generation development of WebGL [225] and
related software, which will provide developers and their users with a platform.
WebGL is a JavaScript API for rendering interactive 2D and 3D graphics within
any compatible Web browser without the use of plug-ins. WebGL is integrated
completely into all web standards of the browser, and allows GPU accelerated usage
of physics and image processing effects as part of the Web page. 2D tools facilitate
content for different applications such as visual analytics. Canvas2D [226] is part of
HTML5 which can be used to draw graphics using scripting. Processing.js [227] is
an open source programming language and environment that enables the creation of
images, animations, and interactions. Our significant contribution will be to extend
the WebGL platform into 3D online graphics capabilities.
Our approach to processing data and unstructured (textual) information and
providing interactive visual interfaces will draw on developments from the field of
visual analytics. This also addresses the growth of big data, a paradigm shift in
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which instruments and systems produce large quantities of data that are meaningless
without extraction and analysis. Visual analytics is a multidisciplinary practice that
includes scientific and social science investigation, cognitive science, and visual and
design practices and knowledge. Visual analytics supports a mix of cognitive and
perceptual reasoning. Whitelaw [228] points out that data become information
only when they are placed into an interpretative context. In order to analyze data,
they must first be pre-processed, transformed, cleaned, selected and integrated.
Users need tools for data-driven design and analysis (developing hypotheses from
data) or to illustrate and test their theories [229]. Hence visual analytics provides
automated analysis methods or visualization methods in order to reveal patterns.
The structured data are then visualized. Visualizations are designed with users in
mind.
Data visualization (information and scientific) images create a bridge between
the empirical world and the viewer. Data visualizations reveal patterns of data
and unexpected relationships, hence evoking interpretation. Cleveland [230] states
that data visualization makes the invisible visible, “providing a front line of attack, revealing intricate structureswe discover unimagined effects, and we challenge
imagined ones” [230, p. 1] Effective representations can allow the monitoring of
simultaneous data sources. Visual analytics can support comparative analysis, the
recognition of anomalies or problems as these emerge, and can support prediction.
Ware and Bobrow [231] express the visual analytics proposal well: understanding
data requires an interaction between human cognition, computer memory and its
related algorithms, and the physical actions of the user. The results of successful
visual analytics are: 1) the ability to make available and visible diverse data in
order to support decision-making processes; 2) the ability to communicate data
and its analysis to diverse users or receptors; and 3) effective use of human visual
perception in order to navigate large data quantities, compressing it into screen
space.
5.3.2. Applications design, usability and evaluation studies in test bed environments.
We bring a unique approach to interactive content analytics, by integrating engineering, design and usability testing and following with evaluation studies. This
project will bring together research capacities in design research, HCI and digital
humanities research, building secure applications on top of the fundamental tool
framework that Popowich is leading. New applications must respond to the increasing need for individuals and industry to manage their data effectively and
securely. There is an increased demand for accessible visual analytics, forecasting
tools, dash boards and multi-screen and mobile applications that will mainstream
data analytics. The principles of visual analytics discussed earlier will be applied
and compared across diverse contexts and platforms allowing for the expression and
refinement of methodologies, interfaces and tools. Interfaces for use in the field can
take advantage of Natural User Interfaces (NUIs) and wearable technologies.
The applications will be driven by interactions with industry partners, participating from key application areas that include:
• Healthcare - Hospitals requiring secure analytics of clinician/patient interaction;
• Education and Training - Educational software companies requiring data analysis, translation tools, evaluation tools, design, and HCI research and visual
analytics or simulation capabilities;
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• Technology/Media/Telecommunications (TMT) Industries - TMT companies
requiring database search capacities, customer analytics and customer-facing
visual analytics tools;
• Financial Services - Financial institutions developing secure customer-facing
analytics for mobile devices;
• Wholesalers - require sophisticated tools for e-commerce, supply train management, data tracking, ownership transfer, fraud prevention in the international
marketplace;
• Software companies requiring sophisticated tools for data analysis and visual
representation on the Web.
As well as providing a test bed for these specific verticals, we will provide support
for other project areas that require visual analytics, such as project 6 on “Data Visualization Strategies and methodologies for social media content and free form texts”
within the Health Informatics theme, and “Network analysis/visualization/integration” within the Computational Biology Theme. Support will also be provided
to industry partners as appropriate, and to new projects that they bring into the
network in the later years of the strategic network operations.
Greenberg and Buxton [232] emphasize the importance of integrating different
methodologies such as those of design and humanities to facilitate paradigmatic
breakthroughs characterized by a ‘vision’ of a new interface, or the ability to foresee
“the creation of a new culture of use” [232, p. 116]. Bardzell and Bardzell [233] agree
that researching, designing and testing interactive tools require cross-disciplinary
engagement with disciplinary knowledge derived from digital humanities in order to
better understand the impacts of technologies once these have been designed. Design
methods will include an engagement with visual aesthetics, linguistic analysis and
cognitive assessment.
Design research methods will incorporate designers, engineers, HCI researchers
and end users into the technology-creation process. An agile software development
process [234, 235, 236] will lead to incrementally re-engineered prototypes. Design
typically includes four iterative stages [237]:
• Analysis. This phase aims at understanding the context and collecting information in order to define a problem as well as the collection of data regarding
the users and the identification of datasets;
• Design. In this phase, the team brainstorms ideas and draws sketches based
on their prior analysis;
• Prototype. This phase consists of selecting the most effective sketches, refining
and implementing them as low fidelity prototypes. Engineering prototyping
and interface sketching occur in an integrated and iterative fashion; and
• Evaluation. The final phase consists of presenting the prototypes to the end
users and usability testers in order to identify strengths and weaknesses of
the concepts. Fully- engineered functional prototypes are then built with
interfaces refined throughout the process. These are used, and their usability
is tested.
We will apply ‘agile usability processes’ [236] to continually test interfaces. We
will exercise three modalities of usability testing: 1) whether the technology could be
improved [238]; 2) whether the aesthetics could be improved [238, 239, 240]; and 3)
whether the tool was useful [232]. A common practice is to run heuristic evaluations
with usability experts on a series of goals that the design aims at targeting as well
as working closely with end users.
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Hence our approach centres not only on usability but equally usefulness: does the
imagined new tool or application bring value to the end users? Can they imagine
new ways that the applications we tackle can be applied? Researchers will study
the impacts of the new technologies in their application environments, and conduct
longitudinal research to evaluate usefulness and identify any transformative impacts
for further cycles of technology design and development.
6. Training. Worldwide IT spending is set to increase by 3.8% over the next year,
reaching a total of $3.7 trillion, with the excitement surrounding big data driving
much of that growth, according to the latest predictions from Gartner.15 Gartner’s
Peter Sondergaard asserts that by 2015, big data would help to create around 4.4
million jobs worldwide, with 1.9 million of them being in the US. Student marketability and employment prospects in data analytics appear bright.
Training of students and post-docs is an important component of any research
endeavor and we aim to do so in a novel way. Students will be trained on the most
advanced technologies at participating universities and hospital/medical research
institutes to apply these technologies to information-rich problems, for example, in
healthcare. We adopt a rotation mechanism, which is commonly used in medical
training. Each student will spend time at a partner university and/or company for
research training. “Rotation” training exposes students to more projects/environments, and rotation out of academia into industry and government provides exchange of research ideas and results. Most private-sector partners have expressed
sincere interest to take on interns for work on projects and becoming involved in
training of HQP. The key participants identified for each private-sector partner will
provide the link to this aspect of student mobility and training.
In addition to, and similar to, internship training, in research training the HQP
will develop technical and professional skills. We will provide training in:
1. Research skills. Training in research skills is a key element in researcher development. We will train students to obtain knowledge of recent advances in
intelligent information analysis through directed literature survey, seminars,
invited talks, researcher exchange, and by sending trainees to conferences.
We will guide trainees to develop their own original, independent and critical thinking ability through the coordinated effort of supervision and project
work. Trainees will be asked to analyze critically the work of others by providing them with opportunities to review papers (thanks to our positions as
journal editors and conference committee chairs). We will provide them with
opportunities to develop abilities to recognize and validate research problems
through industry collaborator interactions. Trainees are expected to make
original contributions to information analysis.
2. Communication skills. We will take advantage of Mitacs Inc. support to organize regular research seminars and teleconferences at participating institutions
and our industry partners for the trainees to present their work. Trainees will
be encouraged to present conference papers and communicate with our industry collaborators regularly. Students will develop their writing skills by
writing progress reports, research papers, project documents and a thesis.
15 Gartner: Big Data = Big Job Prospects, http://servicesangle.com/blog/2012/10/25/
gartner-big-data-big-job-prospects/
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3. Networking and team-working skills. Again, we take advantage of Mitacs Inc.
support, and our “rotation” training method allows students to work in different research/work environments. Thus trainees will develop cooperative
networks and relationships. In rotations, they will work in teams.
4. Leadership skills. We will recruit trainees at all levels from undergraduates
to postdocs. For each research project, we will place trainees in teams so that
senior trainees (PhD students or postdocs) supervise junior trainees (undergraduate or MSc students) on research tasks. This arrangement will teach
them to supervise research, and develop their leadership skills. York’s national lead in knowledge mobilization will deliver IP, commercialization and
knowledge mobilization capacity building sessions for trainees.
7. Partnerships and knowledge mobilization. Information analytics makes an
impact on productivity through three main channels:
• Efficiencies are realized through rapid technological progress in the production
of information analysis goods and services in producing industries. Thus,
information analysis is a driver of productivity growth for the entire economy.
Efficiency gains in the deployment of information analysis results are also
reflected in the fast price declines of affected products.
• Investments in information analytics provide more capital for workers, which
raise their productivity.
• Greater use of information analysis in all sectors in the economy helps firms
to increase their efficiency.
These three effects do not occur simultaneously. Investments translate into efficiency gains only after a time lag, as the results of information analysis are used to
reorganize the production process. Therefore, the impact of information analysis on
the wider economy can be expected in two time-frames: in the short term, reductions in the relative prices of products increase investment; in the longer term, as the
new technologies are adopted throughout the economy, new goods are developed,
and new modes of business organization come into use.
Information analytics is part of the ICT sector, but affects and enables all other
sectors. In Canada, the ICT industry is strongly concentrated in Ontario. About
50% of Canadian ICT GDP, revenue and employment are in Ontario, home to more
than 16,000 ICT firms including country headquarters of many of the world’s largest
industry leaders.
Involvement of the partner organizations and research priorities of the participating
partners:
Research priorities of the participating partners were incorporated through many
discussions between co-applicants and partners, and by requesting significant initial
project descriptions from the partners, as reflected in their letters of support, which
describe the project, situate the research in a larger context within the four research
themes, and include references.
In addition, partners were requested in their letters to confirm their support for
the Network in cash and in-kind contributions; what they anticipated their project
outcomes and timelines would be; the overall benefits to their organization and the
Canadian economy; and how they expected to integrate the research results into
their operations.
Linkages existent and planned:
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We have interacted with over 50 potential private-sector partners, selecting a
dozen of them for participation. This interaction is ongoing, and we anticipate that
it will continue throughout the life of the proposed research.
Communications involved constant e-mail contact, telephone conversations, the
two planning workshops, which were well attended by the co-applicants, and, at
times, individual meetings of those in close proximity.
At least five private-sector partners were exposed to the research via recent
NSERC ENGAGE grants (six month initial grants to solve a small technical problem. Exposure to that program was a definite plus for several partners.
For private-sector partners in Ontario, the Ontario Centres of Excellence has
discussed with us and promoted the use of their OCE Technical Problem Solving
Projects grants for short-term exploitation and their Collaborative Research program for intermediate, longer-term bigger projects.
Mechanisms proposed for internal communications between the participants:
Part of the role of the PI is to maintain close liaison with partners. In addition,
communications is planned with several specific primary activities: 1) production
of a bi-monthly four page newsletter featuring a research project write-up in plain
English (1.5 pps), news about the research alliance, calendar of events, etc.; 2)
constant liaison with partners, existing and potential; and 3) liaison with publicsector partners and government.
7.1. Mechanisms for knowledge and/or technology transfer. The collaborating partners have varying intellectual property policies. Because the collaborating partners, along with their respective researchers, resolve to develop and commercialize the intellectual property resulting from the research, these organizations are
working together under inter-institutional agreements and the appropriate research
agreement in order to ensure that the pathways and goals for commercialization are
shared. A three-tiered modified Canadian Network Centres of Excellence model of
Network intellectual property management is employed amongst co-applicants and
partners of this research. In order to manage this process effectively, a Knowledge
Mobilization Advisory Council (KMAC) will be established and work in close collaboration with the participating university technology transfer offices (TTOs) and
co-applicants. The KMAC will be comprised of representatives from the partners,
commercialization experts, and government representatives.
York’s knowledge mobilization unit (KMb) provides services and funding for
faculty, graduate students, and community organizations seeking to maximize the
impact of academic research and expertise on public policy, social programming,
and professional practice. York University’s Knowledge Mobilization Unit is a national leader in connecting research and people for social innovation. The Unit has
supported researchers since 2006, and has helped facilitate 260 collaborations resulting in over 75 projects. York is also part of Research Impact, which is Canada’s
largest knowledge mobilization network. The KMb Unit will support this research
by contributing services including (1) training on how to write clear language output summaries (lay language); (2) social media training and support; and (3) advice
and consultation for the KMAC from the KM experts at York U.
The present application proposes to create a multi-disciplinary research consortium16 that enables the development of cross-functional projects and the creation of
16 The

multi-disciplinary research service consortium would adopt a similar model to existing
contract research organizations (CROs). The MDRSC would provide research services spanning
across key research areas: applications-oriented information analytics, frontiers of information
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unique intellectual property. We have discussed individual projects we propose. In
addition to the individual projects and the resultant project-based intellectual property, this research has the potential to enable the development of a service-based
research consortium that provides multi-disciplinary research services to external
parties. The value proposition of this project is the cross-functional nature of the
research teams through which third parties will be able to leverage knowledge and
expertise that would not otherwise be available.
New project-based inventions or technologies with commercial potential are disclosed to the KMAC in advance of public dissemination. In the event that patent
protection will be sought, then the participating organizations will agree on external
patent counsel for filing and prosecuting patents. The KMAC subscribes to a ‘justin-time’ patent strategy, whereby the filing of a patent application is delayed until
such time that the intellectual property is to be disclosed, thus allowing researchers
to gather additional data and strengthen the basis on which the patent application
will be filed. In addition, the parties will agree not to file patent applications other
than a US provisional & International PCT, unless a commercial party has licensed
the rights for the technology. The Network agreement will minimize any adverse
impact on publication or thesis work.
The KMAC will engage the intellectual property protection process to determine
whether patent protection or copyright registration is deemed a most appropriate
commercialization path.
Collaborating partners are responsible for facilitating the transfer of knowledge
developed by researchers at their respective institutions, into products and programs that result in social and economic benefit. This is evident through the creation of many startup companies based on IP developed at York: for example,
Total Synthesis Inc. (combinational chemistry); Thoth Technolo-gies, Inc. (space
engineering); Geo-Tango Inc. (GIS technology, sold to Microsoft); Dalton Pharma
Services (pharmaceutical manufacturing); and SiRaCoR Inc. (cancer biomarker diagnostics). Upon disclosure of an invention to the KM, participating universities
and partners will be the principal funders of intellectual property protection. The
participating organizations will supplement patent expenses that are above the allowable patent expenses provided under this Network, and may seek help from organizations engaged in such commercialization, e.g., Innovation York, MaRS, Venture
Lab and so on. For intellectual property jointly-owned between multiple parties, the
costs of intellectual property protection shall be borne by each party in accordance
with the percentage of ownership.
Our KM strategy involves:
• partners public- and private-sector partners support of the Network, and their
reasons for joining as indicated in their letters;
• expertise led by the KMAC and aided by the university TTOs;
• audiences projects are targeted to meet partner’s requests and co-applicant
expertise;
• goals goals align with partner’s projects outcomes (research and development)
and the continuous incremental transfer of technology from the projects;
analysis, and information management as well as knowledge mobilization. Currently contract
research services can be obtained through traditional CROs, which focus on pharmacology and
biotechnology, or through universities, which have not typically had a culture that supports the
milestone-based research required in contract research.
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• methods both research methods and KM tools and activities are outlined in
proposal;
• impact measured by new IP and patents, HQP trained into successful professionals, when wealth is generated for Canada.
8. Examples of novelty, difference, improvement, and significance. Big
data research should be new, different, better and significant. Following are some
examples to illustrate this point.
One example of novel research is a project to find best evidence for evidence
based medicine and evidence based best practice recommendations. This research
will find support from multiple evidence sources (doctors’ written notes, clinical
trial data, published reports, and so on) using: (1) state-of-the art techniques of
adaptive information extraction; and (2) validation methods based on multiply
sectioned Bayesian networks to provide a probabilistic interpretation of aggregated
evidence.
An example of research that makes a difference is the project for evaluating technologies with an interactive content analytics (ICA) methodology. Thus we explore
and experiment with media and art technologies as they create possibilities and
venues for inquiry into classic, yet still pressing metaphysical, questions regarding
subjectivity, and the relation of mind to body, the physical and material to the
digital. Moreover, ICA offers a broad range of theoretical approaches and grounded
concepts with which we can excavate technological assumptions and expectation,
and pursue, critically, experimental technology practices in both the studio environment and the real-world environment, that, importantly, merge the analogue with
the digital.
An example of better research in training combines soft-skills training via the
partnership with Mitacs (Networking and Technical Training and the Mitacs Step
program) with student mobility opportunities (students will spend time in more
than one academic laboratory) and internships with private- and public-sector partners for the benefit of students. Lack of emphasis on these skills has led to a ‘soft
skills’ deficit in the workforce.
A research example of a significant project is analyzing and controlling the spread
of an infectious disease that involves characteristics of the agent, the host and the
environment in which transmissions take place. The purpose of modeling infectious
diseases, in relation to public health, is to evaluate the agent-host-environment
interface and efforts to alter the interface through intervention to our advantage,
be they preventative or therapeutic in nature.
Mathematical epidemiology has a long history. In recent years more complex
and biologically relevant models have been developed, and these models and their
analysis have become important for influencing the design of control programs.
Some of these models have been developed for emerging and re-emerging diseases;
some include new medical treatments; some involve evolutionary aspects; and some
consider new patterns of social behavior and travel. Computer simulations that use
demographic and disease incidence data often complement theoretical analysis of the
models. Nevertheless, there remain many challenging problems in the understanding
of disease transmission and spread, and an interdisciplinary approach is required.
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